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Abstract
Cross-lingual word embeddings (CLEs) en-
able multilingual modeling of meaning and fa-
cilitate cross-lingual transfer of NLP models.
Despite their ubiquitous usage in downstream
tasks, recent increasingly popular projection-
based CLE models are almost exclusively eval-
uated on a single task only: bilingual lexicon
induction (BLI). Even BLI evaluations vary
greatly, hindering our ability to correctly in-
terpret performance and properties of differ-
ent CLE models. In this work, we make the
first step towards a comprehensive evaluation
of cross-lingual word embeddings. We thor-
oughly evaluate both supervised and unsuper-
vised CLE models on a large number of lan-
guage pairs in the BLI task and three down-
stream tasks, providing new insights concern-
ing the ability of cutting-edge CLE models
to support cross-lingual NLP. We empirically
demonstrate that the performance of CLE mod-
els largely depends on the task at hand and that
optimizing CLE models for BLI can result in
deteriorated downstream performance. We in-
dicate the most robust supervised and unsuper-
vised CLE models and emphasize the need to
reassess existing baselines, which still display
competitive performance across the board. We
hope that our work will catalyze further work
on CLE evaluation and model analysis.
1 Introduction and Motivation
Following the ubiquitous use of word embeddings
in monolingual NLP tasks, many researchers have
broadened their interest towards cross-lingual word
embeddings (CLEs). CLE models learn vectors
of words in two or more languages and represent
them in a shared cross-lingual word vector space,
where words with similar meanings obtain simi-
lar vectors, irrespective of their language. Owing
to this property, CLEs hold promise to support
cross-lingual NLP by enabling multilingual model-
ing of meaning and facilitating cross-lingual trans-
fer for downstream NLP tasks and resource-poor
languages. They serve as an invaluable source of
(cross-lingual) knowledge in tasks such as bilin-
gual lexicon induction (Mikolov et al., 2013; Hey-
man et al., 2017), document classification (Kle-
mentiev et al., 2012), information retrieval (Vulic´
and Moens, 2015), dependency parsing (Guo et al.,
2015), sequence labeling (Zhang et al., 2016; May-
hew et al., 2017), and machine translation (Artetxe
et al., 2018c; Lample et al., 2018), among others.
Earlier work typically induces CLEs by leverag-
ing bilingual supervision from multilingual corpora
aligned at the level of sentences (Klementiev et al.,
2012; Zou et al., 2013; Hermann and Blunsom,
2014; Luong et al., 2015; Gouws et al., 2015, inter
alia) and documents (Søgaard et al., 2015; Vulic´
and Moens, 2016; Levy et al., 2017, inter alia). A
recent trend, however, are the so-called projection-
based approaches1 that post-hoc align pre-trained
monolingual embeddings. Their popularity stems
from their competitive performance coupled with
a conceptually simple design, which requires only
cheap bilingual supervision (Ruder et al., 2018b).
In particular, they demand word-level supervision
from seed translation dictionaries that span several
thousand word pairs (Mikolov et al., 2013; Faruqui
and Dyer, 2014; Huang et al., 2015), but it has also
been shown that reliable projections can be boot-
strapped from small dictionaries of 50–100 pairs
(Vulic´ and Korhonen, 2016; Zhang et al., 2016),
identical strings and cognates (Hauer et al., 2017;
Smith et al., 2017; Søgaard et al., 2018), and shared
numerals (Artetxe et al., 2017).
In addition, recent work has leveraged topo-
logical similarities between monolingual vector
spaces to introduce fully unsupervised projection-
based CLE approaches that do not require any
1In the literature the methods are sometimes referred to
as mapping-based CLE approaches or offline approaches.
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bilingual supervision (Zhang et al., 2017; Conneau
et al., 2018a; Artetxe et al., 2018b; Alvarez-Melis
and Jaakkola, 2018). Being conceptually attractive,
such weakly supervised and unsupervised CLEs
have taken the field by storm recently (Conneau
et al., 2018a; Grave et al., 2018; Dou et al., 2018;
Doval et al., 2018; Hoshen and Wolf, 2018; Joulin
et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2018; Chen and Cardie,
2018; Mukherjee et al., 2018; Nakashole, 2018; Xu
et al., 2018; Alaux et al., 2019).
Regardless of their underlying modeling assump-
tions as well as data and supervision requirements,
all CLE models are directly comparable as they pro-
duce the same “end product”: a shared cross-lingual
word vector space. Yet, a proper and comprehen-
sive evaluation of recent CLE models is missing.
Limited CLE evaluations impede comparative anal-
yses and even lead to inadequate conclusions, as
the models are typically overfitted to a single task.
Whereas early CLE models (Klementiev et al.,
2012; Hermann and Blunsom, 2014) were evalu-
ated in downstream tasks (primarily cross-lingual
text classification), a large body of recent work is
judged exclusively on the task of bilingual lexi-
con induction (BLI). This limits our understand-
ing of CLE methodology as: 1) BLI is an intrinsic
task, and it has been shown that word translation
performance and downstream performance on text
classification and parsing tend to correlate poorly
(Ammar et al., 2016); 2) We argue that BLI is not
the main reason why we induce cross-lingual em-
bedding spaces—rather, we seek to employ CLEs
to tackle multilinguality and language transfer in
downstream tasks. Therefore, it is not at all clear
whether and to which extent BLI performance of
(projection-based) CLE models correlates with var-
ious downstream tasks. In other words, previous
research does not evaluate the true capacity of CLE
models to support cross-lingual NLP.
Downstream evaluations aside, it is virtually im-
possible to directly compare all recently proposed
mapping-based CLE models based on their pub-
lished BLI results due to the lack of a common
evaluation protocol: different papers consider dif-
ferent language pairs and employ different training
and evaluation dictionaries. Furthermore, there is
a surprising lack of testing BLI results for statis-
tical significance. The mismatches in evaluation
yield partial conclusions and inconsistencies: on
the one hand, some unsupervised models (Artetxe
et al., 2018b; Hoshen and Wolf, 2018; Alvarez-
Melis and Jaakkola, 2018) are reported to outper-
form (or at least perform on par with) previous
best-performing supervised CLE models (Artetxe
et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2017). On the other hand,
the most recent supervised approaches (Doval et al.,
2018; Joulin et al., 2018) report further perfor-
mance gains, surpassing unsupervised models.
Supervised projection-based CLEs commonly
require only small to moderately sized translation
dictionaries (e.g. 1K–5K word translation pairs)
and can also be bootstrapped from even smaller dic-
tionaries. Such supervision data are easily obtain-
able for most language pairs.2 Therefore, despite
their attractive zero-supervision setup, we perceive
unsupervised CLE models practically justified only
if such models can, contrary to the intuition, indeed
outperform supervised projection-based CLEs.
Contributions. In this work, we provide a com-
prehensive comparative evaluation of a wide
range of state-of-the-art—both supervised and
unsupervised—projection-based CLE models. Our
evaluation benchmark encompasses BLI and three
cross-lingual downstream tasks of different na-
ture: document classification (CLDC), information
retrieval (CLIR), and natural language inference
(XNLI). We unify evaluation protocols for all the
representative models in our comparison, and con-
duct experiments on a large set of 28 language pairs
that span diverse language types.
In addition to providing a unified testbed for
guiding CLE research, we primarily aim at an-
swering the following two research questions: 1) Is
BLI performance a good predictor of downstream
performance for projection-based CLE models? 2)
Can unsupervised CLE models indeed outperform
their supervised counterparts? In many of our ex-
periments, the simplest among the evaluated CLE
methods outperform their more intricate competi-
tors. We find that overfitting to BLI may severely
hurt downstream performance, indicating that BLI
evaluation should always be coupled with down-
stream evaluations in order to paint a more infor-
mative picture of CLE models’ properties.
2One could argue that if a small word translation dictio-
nary cannot be obtained for a pair of languages, one is proba-
bly dealing with truly under-resourced languages for which
it would be difficult to obtain a large corpus required to train
reliable monolingual embeddings in the first place. Further-
more, there are initiatives in typological linguistics research
such as the ASJP database (Wichmann et al., 2018), which
offers 40-item word lists denoting the same set of concepts in
all the world’s languages: https://asjp.clld.org/.
Indirectly, such lists can offer the initial seed supervision.
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Figure 1: A general framework for post-hoc projection-based induction of cross-lingual word embeddings.
2 Projection-Based Cross-Lingual Word
Embeddings: Methodology
In contrast to the more recent unsupervised mod-
els, CLE models typically require aligned words,
sentences, or documents to learn a shared vector
space. Supervised CLE models based on sentence-
and document-aligned texts have been extensively
studied and categorized according to the nature
of required bilingual supervision in previous work
(Vulic´ and Korhonen, 2016; Upadhyay et al., 2016;
Ruder et al., 2018b). For a systematic overview
of these earlier (resource-demanding) CLE mod-
els, we refer the reader to the survey papers. Cur-
rent CLE research is almost exclusively focused on
projection-based CLE models; they are therefore
also the focal point of our comparative study.3
2.1 Projection-Based Framework
The goal is to learn a projection between inde-
pendently trained monolingual word vector spaces.
The mapping is sought using a seed bilingual lex-
icon, provided beforehand or extracted without
supervision. A general post-hoc projection-based
CLE induction framework is depicted in Figure 1.
Let XL1 and XL2 be the monolingual embedding
spaces of the two languages with respective vo-
cabularies VL1 and VL2. All projection-based CLE
models encompass the following steps:
Step 1: Construct the seed translation dictionary
D = {(wiL1, wjL2)}Kk=1 containing K word pairs.
Supervised models simply use an external dictio-
nary; unsupervised models induce D automatically,
usually assuming (approximate) isomorphism be-
tween monolingual spaces.
Step 2: Create aligned monolingual subspaces (i.e.,
3Since these methods a) are not bound to any particular
word embedding model (i.e., they are fully agnostic to how
we obtain monolingual vectors) and b) they do not require any
multilingual corpora, they lend themselves to a wider spectrum
of languages than the alternatives (Ruder et al., 2018b).
matrices) XS = {xiL1}Kk=1 and XT = {xjL2}Kk=1
by retrieving monolingual vectors of words from
the translation dictionary: vectors of {wiL1}Kk=1
from XL1 and vectors of {wjL2}Kk=1 from XL2.
Step 3: Learn to project to the joint cross-lingual
space using the word-aligned matricesXS andXT .
In the general case, we learn two projection matri-
ces, WL1 and WL2, projecting respective vectors
fromXL1 andXL2 to the shared spaceXCL. Most
models, however, directly project source language
vectors from XL1 to the target language space XL2
(i.e., WL2 = I and XCL = XL1WL1 ∪ XL2).
2.2 Projection-Based CLE Models
We evaluate a range of both supervised and un-
supervised projection-based CLE models. While
supervised models (Mikolov et al., 2013; Smith
et al., 2017; Ruder et al., 2018a; Joulin et al., 2018)
learn the projections using existing dictionaries,
unsupervised models first induce seed dictionaries
without bilingual data. We include unsupervised
models with diverse dictionary induction strate-
gies: adversarial learning (Conneau et al., 2018a),
similarity-based heuristics (Artetxe et al., 2018b),
PCA (Hoshen and Wolf, 2018), and optimal trans-
port (Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018). We next
briefly describe the CLE models in our evaluation.
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Faruqui
and Dyer (2014) use CCA to project XL1 and XL2
into a shared space XCL. CCA learns both WL1
and WL1, one for mapping each of the input spaces
to the shared space. We evaluate CCA as a simple
supervised baseline model that has mostly been
neglected in recent BLI evaluations.
Solving the Procrustes Problem. In their seminal
projection-based CLE work, Mikolov et al. (2013)
cast the problem as learning the projection WL1
that minimizes the Euclidean distance between the
projection of XS and XT :
WL1 = argmin
W
‖XL1W −XL2‖2 (1)
They also report non-linear neural projections yield-
ing worse BLI performance than a linear mapWL1.
Xing et al. (2015) later achieves further BLI gains
by constraining WL1 to an orthogonal matrix, en-
suring that the topology of the original monolingual
space is preserved. By imposing the orthogonality
constraint, the optimization problem from Eq. (1)
becomes the Procrustes problem, with the follow-
ing closed-form solution (Schönemann, 1966):
WL1 = UV
>, with
UΣV> = SVD(XTXS
>). (2)
We use the linear map obtained as the solution
to the Procrustes problem as the primary baseline
in our evaluation (PROC). Furthermore, inspired
by the bootstrapping self-learning procedures that
some unsupervised models employ to (iteratively)
augment the induced lexicon D (Artetxe et al.,
2018b; Conneau et al., 2018a), we propose a simple
bootstrapping-based extension of the supervised
PROC model (dubbed PROC-B). The intuition is
that the bootstrapping approach can boost perfor-
mance when smaller supervised lexicons are used.
The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
In each iteration, we use the translation lexicon
D to learn two unidirectional projections—WL1
that projects the embedding space XL1 of L1 to
the embedding space XL2 of L2 and WL2 that, in-
versely, projects vectors fromXL2 toXL1. We next
create two sets of word translation pairs by com-
paring (1) XL1WL1 with XL2 (denoted as D12)
and (2) XL2WL2 with XL1 (denoted as D21). We
Algorithm 1: Bootstrapping Procrustes (PROC-B)
XL1, XL2 ← monolingual embeddings of L1 and L2
D← initial word translation dictionary
n← number of bootstrapping iterations
for each of n iterations do
XS ← L1 vectors for left words in D
XT ← L2 vectors for right words in D
WL1 ← argminW ‖XSW −XT ‖2
WL2 ← argminW ‖XTW −XS‖2
if last iteration then
break
X′L1 ← XL1WL1
X′L2 ← XL2WL2
D1→2 ← most-similar(VL1, X′L1, XL2)
D2→1 ← most-similar(VL2, X′L2, XL1)
D ← D ∪ (D1→2 ∩D2→1)
return: WL1 (and/or WL2)
then augment the dictionary D with mutual nearest
neighbours we find: D12 ∩D21.4
Discriminative Latent-Variable (DLV). Ruder
et al. (2018a) augment the seed supervised lexi-
con through Expectation-Maximization in a latent-
variable model. The source words {wiL1}Kk=1 and
target words {wjL2}Kk=1 are seen as a fully con-
nected bipartite weighted graph G = (E, VL1 ∪
VL2) with edges E = VL1 × VL2. By drawing
embeddings from a Gaussian distribution and nor-
malizing them, the weight of each edge (i, j) ∈ E
is shown to correspond to the cosine similarity be-
tween vectors. In the E-step, a maximal bipartite
matching is found on the sparsified graph using the
Jonker-Volgenant algorithm (Jonker and Volgenant,
1987). In the M-step, a better projection WL1 is
learned solving the Procrustes problem.
Ranking-Based Optimization (RCSLS). Joulin
et al. (2018) optimize the projection matrix WL1
by maximizing the cross-domain similarity local
scaling (CSLS; Conneau et al., 2018a) score, in-
stead of minimizing the Euclidean distances be-
tween projection of XS and XT . CSLS is a mod-
ification of cosine similarity commonly used for
BLI inference. Let r(xkL1W,XL2) be the average
cosine similarity of the projected vector xkL1W
with its N nearest neighbors from XL2. Similarly,
let r(xkL2,XL1W) be the average cosine similarity
of the target space vector xkL2 with its N nearest
neighbors from the projected source space XL1W.
By relaxing the constraint that WL1 is orthogonal,
maximization of relaxed CSLS (dubbed RCSLS)
becomes a convex optimization problem:
WL1 = argmin
W
1
K
∑
xkL1∈XS
xkL2∈XT
−2 cos
(
xkL1W,x
k
L2
)
+ r(xkL1W,XL2) + r(x
k
L2,XL1W) (3)
By maximizing (R)CSLS, this model is explic-
itly designed to induce a cross-lingual embedding
space that performs well in the BLI task.
Adversarial Alignment (MUSE). Several CLE
models initialize a seed bilingual lexicon solely
from monolingal data using Generative Adversarial
4In preliminary experiments, we achieve best perfor-
mance using only a single bootstrapping iteration. Even when
starting with D of 1K entries, after the first iteration we find
between 5K and 10K mutual nearest neighbours that yield a
better mapping. In the second iteration already we obtain a
much larger number of noisier (automatically generated) word
translations, which do not lead to further performance gains.
Networks (GANs; Goodfellow et al., 2014), with
MUSE (Conneau et al., 2018a) being the most effec-
tive example. The generator component in MUSE
is again the linear map WL1. MUSE aims to im-
prove the generator mapping WL1 such that the
discriminator (a binary classifier implemented as
multi-layer perceptron) fails to distinguish between
the vector sampled from the target language dis-
tribution XL2 and the projected vector XL1WL1.
MUSE then improves the GAN-induced mapping,
through a refinement step very similar to the PROC-
B procedure. MUSE strongly assumes approximate
isomorphism of monolingual spaces (Søgaard et al.,
2018), often leading to poor GAN-based initializa-
tion, especially for pairs of distant languages.
Heuristic Alignment (VECMAP). Artetxe et al.
(2018b) induce the initial seed lexicon D using a
heuristic that assumes that for a pair of translations,
their monolingual similarity vectors (i.e, vectors
of, e.g., cosine or CSLS, similarities with all words
in L1/L2) are (approximately) equal. Seed trans-
lations are generated by finding nearest neighbors
based on the similarity between monolingual sim-
ilarity distributions of words. Next, they employ
a self-learning bootstrapping procedure similar to
MUSE. In addition to the different initialization,
VECMAP critically relies on a number of empir-
ically motivated enhancements that ensure its ro-
bustness. It adopts both multi-step pre-processing
consisting of unit length normalization, mean cen-
tering, and ZCA whitening (Bell and Sejnowski,
1997) as well several post-processing steps: cross-
correlational re-weighting, de-whitening, and di-
mensionality reduction (Artetxe et al., 2018a).
What is more, VECMAP critically relies on stochas-
tic dictionary induction: at each iteration, some el-
ements in the similarity matrix are set to 0 based
on the probability that varies across iterations. This
enables the model to escape poor local optima.
Iterative Closest Point Model (ICP). The unsu-
pervised model of Hoshen and Wolf (2018) induces
initial seed dictionary D by projecting vectors of
the N most frequent words from both monolingual
spaces to a lower-dimensional space with PCA.
They then search for an optimal alignment between
L1 words (vectors xi1) and L2 words (vectors x
j
2),
assuming linear projectionsW1 andW2. Let f1(i)
(vice versa f2(j)) denote the index of the L2 word
(vice versa L1 word) to which xi1 (vice versa x
j
2)
is aligned. The optimization task is to find such
translation matrices W1 and W2 that minimize
the sum of Euclidean distances between optimally
aligned vectors. They use Iterative Closest Point, a
two-step iterative optimization algorithm that first
fixes translation matrices W1 and W2 to find the
optimal alignments and then use those alignments
to update the translation matrices by minimizing:
∑
i
‖xi1W1 − xf1(i)2 ‖+
∑
j
‖xj2W2 − xf2(j)1 ‖+
λ
∑
i
‖xi1 − xi1W1W2‖+ λ
∑
j
‖xj2 − xj2W2W1‖. (4)
The second-line terms are cyclical consistency con-
straints forcing vectors round-projected to the other
language space and back to remain unchanged.
Next, they employ a dictionary bootstraping proce-
dure based on mutual nearest neighbours (similar
to PROC-B and MUSE) and produce the final pro-
jections by solving the Procrustes problem.
Gromov-Wasserstein Alignment Model (GWA).
Observing that word embedding models employ
metric recovery algorithms, Alvarez-Melis and
Jaakkola (2018) cast CLE induction as an op-
timal transport problem based on the Gromov-
Wasserstein distance (with cosine distance as a
cost measure). They first compute intra-language
costs CL1 = cos(XL1,XL1) and CL2 =
cos(XL2,XL2) as well as inter-language similar-
ities C12 = C2L1p1
>
m + 1nq(C
2
L2)
>, with p and
q as uniform probability distributions over VL1
and VL2, respectively. They then induce the ini-
tial projections by solving the Gromov-Wasserstein
optimal transport problem with a fast iterative al-
gorithm (Peyré et al., 2016), iteratively updating
parameter vectors a and b:
a = pKb, b = qK>a,
where  is element-wise division and K =
exp(−CˆΓ/λ) (with CˆΓ = C12 − 2CL1ΓC>L2).
The alignment matrix Γ = diag(a)K diag(b) is
recomputed in each iteration. The final projection
WL1 is (again!) obtained by solving Procrustes
using the final alignments in Γ as supervision.
In sum, our brief overview points to the main
high-level (dis)similarities of all projection-based
CLE models: while they differ in the way the initial
seed lexicon is extracted, most models (with CCA,
PROC, and RCSLS as exceptions) are based on
self-learning procedures that repeatedly solve the
Procrustes problem from Eq. (2), typically on the
trimmed vocabulary. In the final step, the fine-tuned
linear map is applied on the full vocabulary.
3 Bilingual Lexicon Induction
Bilingual lexicon induction has become the de facto
standard evaluation task for projection-based CLE
models. Given a shared CLE space, the task is to
retrieve target language translations for a (test) set
of source language words. A typical BLI evaluation
in the recent literature reports comparisons with the
well-known MUSE model on a few language pairs,
all of which involve English as one of the languages.
A comprehensive comparative BLI evaluation of
a wider set of models conducted on a larger set of
language pairs is still missing. In our evaluation,
we include a much larger set of language pairs,
including pairs in which neither of the languages
is English.5 Furthermore, to allow both for a fair
comparison between supervised models and for per-
formance comparisons between different language
pairs, we create training and evaluation dictionaries
that are fully aligned across all evaluated language
pairs. Finally, we also discuss other choices in ex-
isting BLI evaluations which are currently taken
for granted: e.g., (in)appropriate evaluation metrics
and lack of significance testing.
Language Pairs. Our evaluation comprises eight
languages: Croatian (HR), English (EN), Finnish
(FI), French (FR), German (DE), Italian (IT), Rus-
sian (RU), and Turkish (TR). For diversity, we se-
lected two languages from three different Indo-
European branches—Germanic (EN, DE), Romance
(FR, IT), and Slavic (HR, RU)—as well as two non-
Indo-European languages (FI from the Uralic fam-
ily, and TR from the Turkic family). Creating all
possible pairs between these eight languages results
in a total of 28 language pairs under evaluation.
Monolingual Embeddings. Following prior work,
we use 300-dimensional fastText embeddings
(Bojanowski et al., 2017),6 pretrained on full
Wikipedias of each language. We trim all vocabu-
laries to the 200K most frequent words.
Translation Dictionaries. We automatically cre-
ated translation dictionaries using Google Translate
similar to prior work (Conneau et al., 2018a). We
selected the 20K most frequent English words and
automatically translated them to the other seven
languages. We retained only tuples for which all
5To the best of our knowledge, all language pairs in ex-
isting BLI evaluations involved English as one of the lan-
guages (either source or target language)—with the exception
of Estonian–Finnish used by Søgaard et al. (2018).
6https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/
crawl-vectors.html
translations were unigrams found in vocabularies
of their respective monolingual embedding spaces,
leaving us with ≈7K tuples. We reserved 5K tu-
ples created from the more frequent English words
for training, and the remaining 2K tuples as test
dictionaries. We also created two smaller training
dictionaries, by selecting tuples corresponding to
the 1K and 3K most frequent English words.
Evaluation Measures and Significance. BLI is
cast as a ranking (i.e., retrieval) task; existing BLI
evaluations employ P@k (precision at rank k, com-
monly with k ∈ {1, 5, 10}) for evaluation. We ad-
vocate the use of mean average precision (MAP)
instead.7 While correlated with P@k, MAP is more
informative: unlike MAP, P@k treats all models
that rank the correct translation below k equally.8
The limited size of BLI test sets warrants statisti-
cal significance testing. Yet, a common case in BLI
evaluation is to declare performance gains based
purely on (rather limited) numeric performance
increases (e.g., below 1-point P@1), without any
significance analysis. We test the significance of
BLI results by applying the two-tailed t-test with
the Bonferroni correction (Dror et al., 2018).
3.1 Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes BLI performance over multi-
ple language pairs. RCSLS (Joulin et al., 2018)
displays the strongest BLI performance. This is not
a surprising finding given that its learning objective
is tailored for BLI in particular. RCSLS outper-
forms other supervised models (CCA, PROC, and
DLV) trained with exactly the same dictionaries.
Smith et al. (2017) already suggested that CCA
and PROC display similar performance. We confirm
that their performance, as well as the performance
of DLV, are statistically indistinguishable, even at
α = 0.1. Our bootstrapping PROC-B approach, sig-
nificantly boosts the performance of PROC when
using a small translation dictionary of 1K pairs
(p < 0.01). For the same 1K training dictionary,
PROC-B significantly outperforms RCSLS as well.
Interestingly, for each supervised model, training
on 5K pairs does not significantly outscore the vari-
ant trained on 3K pairs, whereas training on 3K or
5K pairs does significantly outperform the 1K vari-
ants. This confirms a finding from prior work (Vulic´
7In this setup with only one correct translation for each
query, MAP is equivalent to mean reciprocal rank (MRR).
8For instance, when relying on P@5, a model that ranks
the correct translation at rank 6 is equally penalized as the
model that ranks it at rank 200K.
Model Dict All LPs Filt. LPs Succ. LPs
Supervised
CCA 1K .289 .404 28/28
CCA 3K .378 .482 28/28
CCA 5K .400 .498 28/28
PROC 1K .299 .411 28/28
PROC 3K .384 .487 28/28
PROC 5K .405 .503 28/28
PROC-B 1K .379 .485 28/28
PROC-B 3K .398 .497 28/28
DLV 1K .289 .400 28/28
DLV 3K .381 .484 28/28
DLV 5K .403 .501 28/28
RCSLS 1K .331 .441 28/28
RCSLS 3K .415 .511 28/28
RCSLS 5K .437 .527 28/28
Unupervised
VECMAP – .375 .471 28/28
MUSE – .183 .458 13/28
ICP – .253 .424 22/28
GWA – .137 .345 15/28
Table 1: Summary of BLI performance (MAP). All
LPs: average scores over all 28 language pairs;
Filt. LP: average scores only over language pairs for
which all models in evaluation yield at least one suc-
cessful run; Succ. LPs: the number of language pairs
for which we obtained at least one successful run. A
run is considered successful if MAP ≥ 0.05.
and Korhonen, 2016) suggesting that no significant
improvements are to be expected from training lin-
ear maps on dictionaries larger than 5K entries.
The results highlight VECMAP (Artetxe et al.,
2018b) as the most robust choice among all un-
supervised models: besides being the only model
to produce successful runs consistently for all lan-
guage pairs, it also substantially outperforms all
other unsupervised models. It is also the most effec-
tive unsupervised model on the subset of language
pairs for which the other models produce success-
ful runs. However, VECMAP is still significantly
outperformed (p ≤ 0.0002) by PROC-B trained
on 1K translation pairs and by all supervised mod-
els trained on 3K and 5K word pairs. These find-
ings challenge unintuitive claims from recent work
(Artetxe et al., 2018b; Hoshen and Wolf, 2018;
Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2018) that the unsu-
pervised CLE models are competitive to or even
surpass supervised CLE models in the BLI task.
Table 2 shows the scores for a subset of 10 lan-
guage pairs using a subset of models from Table 1.9
As expected, all models work reasonably well for
major languages—this is most likely due to a higher
9We provide full BLI results for all 28 language pairs and
all models in the supplemental material (see appendix).
quality of the respective monolingual embeddings,
which are pre-trained on much larger corpora.10
Language proximity also plays a critical role: on
average, models achieve better BLI performance
for languages from the same family (e.g., compare
the results of HR–RU vs. HR–EN).
The gap between the best-performing supervised
model (RCSLS) and the best-performing unsuper-
vised model (VECMAP) is more pronounced for
cross-family language pairs, especially those con-
sisting of one Germanic and one Slavic or non-Indo-
European language (e.g., 19 points MAP difference
for EN–RU, 14 for DE–RU and EN–FI, 10 points for
EN–TR and EN–HR, 9 points for DE–FI and EN–HR).
We suspect that this is due to heuristics based on
intra-language similarity distributions, employed
by Artetxe et al. (2018b) to induce an initial transla-
tion dictionary, being less effective the more distant
the languages in the pair are.
4 Downstream Evaluation
We now test projection-based CLE models in ex-
trinsic cross-lingual applications, moving beyond
the limiting BLI evaluation. We select three di-
verse cross-lingual downstream tasks: 1) cross-
lingual transfer for natural language inference
(XNLI), a sentence-level language understand-
ing task; 2) cross-lingual document classification
(CLDC); which requires only shallow (i.e., lexical-
level or topical) meaning modeling, and 3) cross-
lingual information retrieval (CLIR), an unsuper-
vised ranking task that relies on detecting coarser
semantic relatedness.
4.1 Natural Language Inference
Large training corpora for NLI exist only in En-
glish (Bowman et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018).
Recently, Conneau et al. (2018b) released a multi-
lingual XNLI corpus created by translating dev and
test sets of the MultiNLI corpus (Williams et al.,
2018) to 15 languages, hoping to foster research on
cross-lingual sentence understanding.
Evaluation Setup. The multilingual XNLI corpus
covers 5 out of our 8 languages used previously for
BLI: EN, DE, FR, RU, and TR. Our XNLI evaluation
setup is straightforward: we train a well-known
and robust neural NLI model, Enhanced Sequential
Inference Model (ESIM; Chen et al., 2017) as im-
10For instance, EN Wikipedia is approximately 3 times
larger than DE and RU Wikipedias, 19 times larger than
FI Wikipedia and 46 times larger than HR Wikipedia.
Model Dict EN–DE IT–FR HR–RU EN–HR DE–FI TR–FR RU–IT FI–HR TR–HR TR–RU
PROC 1K 0.458 0.615 0.269 0.225 0.264 0.215 0.360 0.187 0.148 0.168
PROC 5K 0.544 0.669 0.372 0.336 0.359 0.338 0.474 0.294 0.259 0.290
PROC-B 1K 0.521 0.665 0.348 0.296 0.354 0.305 0.466 0.263 0.210 0.230
RCSLS 1K 0.501 0.637 0.291 0.267 0.288 0.247 0.383 0.214 0.170 0.191
RCSLS 5K 0.580 0.682 0.404 0.375 0.395 0.375 0.491 0.321 0.285 0.324
VECMAP – 0.521 0.667 0.376 0.268 0.302 0.341 0.463 0.280 0.223 0.200
Average – 0.520 0.656 0.343 0.294 0.327 0.304 0.440 0.260 0.216 0.234
Table 2: BLI performance (MAP) with a selection of models on a subset of evaluated language pairs.
Model Dict EN–DE EN–FR EN–TR EN–RU Avg
Supervised
PROC 1K 0.561 0.504 0.534 0.544 0.536
PROC 5K 0.607 0.534 0.568 0.585 0.574
PROC-B 1K 0.613 0.543 0.568 0.593 0.579
PROC-B 3K 0.615 0.532 0.573 0.599 0.580
DLV 5K 0.614 0.556 0.536 0.579 0.571
RCSLS 1K 0.376 0.357 0.387 0.378 0.374
RCSLS 5K 0.390 0.363 0.387 0.399 0.385
Unupervised
VECMAP – 0.604 0.613 0.534 0.574 0.581
MUSE – 0.611 0.536 0.359* 0.363* 0.467
ICP – 0.580 0.510 0.400* 0.572 0.516
GWA – 0.427* 0.383* 0.359* 0.376* 0.386
Table 3: XNLI performance (test set accuracy). Bold:
highest scores, with mutually insignificant differences
according to the non-parametric shuffling test (Yeh,
2000). Asterisks denote language pairs for which CLE
models could not yield successful runs in the BLI task.
plemented by Williams et al. (2018),11 on the large
English MultiNLI corpus, using EN word embed-
dings from a shared EN–L2 (L2 ∈ {DE, FR, RU, TR
}) embedding space. We then evaluate the model
on the L2 XNLI test set by feeding L2 embeddings
from the shared space.12,13
Results and Discussion. XNLI accuracy scores
are summarized in Table 3. The mismatch between
BLI and XNLI performance is most obvious for
RCSLS. While RCSLS is the best-performing
model in the BLI task, it shows suboptimal per-
formance on XNLI across the board. This indicates
11Since our aim is to compare different bilingual spaces—
input vectors for ESIM, kept fixed during training—we simply
use the default ESIM hyper-parameter configuration.
12Note that one is able to use exactly the same ESIM
model for all direct-projection CLE models (i.e., those not
changing L2 vectors, WL2 = I) by using EN as L2, since
different CLE models only produce different L1 vectors after
projection. Exceptions are VECMAP and DLV models which
transform the embeddings in L2 as well: for these models we
had to train a different ESIM model for each language pair.
13The goal of this evaluation is not to compete with current
state-of-the-art systems for (X)NLI (Artetxe and Schwenk,
2018; Lample and Conneau, 2019), but rather to provide
means to analyze properties and relative performance of di-
verse CLE architectures in a downstream understanding task.
that specializing/overfitting CLE spaces to word
translation may seriously hurt cross-lingual trans-
fer for language understanding tasks. As the sec-
ond indication of the mismatch, the unsupervised
VECMAP model, outperformed by supervised mod-
els on BLI, performs on par with PROC and PROC-
B on XNLI. Finally, there are significant differ-
ences between BLI and XNLI performance across
language pairs for most models—while we observe
drastically better BLI performance for EN–DE and
EN–FR compared to EN–RU and especially EN–TR,
XNLI performance of most models for EN–RU and
EN–TR is better than for EN–FR and close to that
for EN–DE. While this can also be an artefact of the
XNLI dataset creation, we support these individual
observations by measuring an overall correlation
(Spearman’s ρ) of only 0.13 between corresponding
BLI and XNLI scores over individual language-pair
scores (for all models).
The PROC model performs significantly better
on XNLI when trained on 5K pairs than with 1K
pairs, and this is consistent with BLI results. How-
ever, we show that we can reach the same per-
formance level using 1K pairs and our proposed
PROC-B bootstrapping scheme. VECMAP is again
the most robust and most effective unsupervised
model, but it is outperformed by the PROC-B model
on more distant language pairs: EN–TR and EN–RU.
4.2 Document Classification
Evaluation Setup. We next evaluate CLEs on the
cross-lingual document classification (CLDC) task.
We use the TED CLDC corpus compiled by Her-
mann and Blunsom (2014). It includes 15 different
topics and 12 language pairs (with EN as one of the
languages in all pairs). A binary classifier is trained
and evaluated for each topic and each language
pair, using predetermined train and test splits. The
intersection between TED languages and our BLI
languages results in five CLDC evaluation pairs:
EN–DE, EN–FR, EN–IT, EN–RU, and EN–TR. Since
our goal is to compare different CLEs and isolate
Model Dict DE FR IT RU TR Avg
Supervised
PROC 1K .250 .107 .158 .127 .309 .190
PROC 5K .345 .239 .310 .251 .190 .267
PROC-B 1K .374 .182 .205 .243 .254 .251
PROC-B 3K .352 .210 .218 .186 .310 .255
DLV 5K .299 .175 .234 .375 .208 .258
RCSLS 1K .557 .550 .516 .466 .419 .501
RCSLS 5K .588 .540 .451 .527 .447 .510
Unupervised
VECMAP – .433 .316 .333 .504 .439 .405
MUSE – .288 .223 .198 .226* .264* .240
ICP – .492 .254 .457 .362 .175* .348
GWA – .180* .209* .206* .151* .173* .184
Table 4: CLDC performance (micro-averaged F1
scores); cross-lingual transfer EN–X. Numbers in bold
denote the best scores in the model group. Asterisks
denote language pairs for which CLE models did not
yield successful runs in the BLI task.
their contribution (i.e., we do not aim to match
state-of-the-art on TED CLDC), for the sake of
simplicity we rely on a simple light-weight CNN-
based classifier in all CLDC experimental runs.14
Results and Discussion. The results in terms of
F1 scores micro-averaged over 12 classes are
shown in Table 4. In contrast to XNLI, RC-
SLS, the best-performing BLI model, also obtains
peak scores on CLDC, with a wide margin to all
other models. It significantly outperforms the un-
supervised VECMAP model, which in turn sig-
nificantly outperforms all other supervised mod-
els. Somewhat surprisingly, supervised Procrustes-
based models (PROC, PROC-B, and DLV) that per-
formed strongly on both BLI and XNLI display
very weak performance on CLDC: this calls for
further analyses in future work.
4.3 Information Retrieval
Finally, we investigate the usefulness of CLE mod-
els in cross-lingual information retrieval. Unlike
XNLI and CLDC, we perform CLIR in an unsuper-
vised fashion by comparing aggregate semantic rep-
resentations of queries in one language with aggre-
gate semantic representations of documents in an-
other language. We perceive document retrieval to
require more language understanding than CLDC
(where we capture relevant n-grams) and less lan-
14We implemented a convolutional network with a single
1-D convolutional layer (with number of parameters fixed to
8 filters for each of the sizes {2, 3, 4, 5}) and a max pooling
layer, coupled with a softmax classifier. We minimized the
standard negative log-likelihood loss using the Adam algo-
rithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014).
guage understanding than XNLI (which requires
modeling of subtle nuances in sentence meaning).
Evaluation Setup. We employ a simple yet effec-
tive unsupervised CLIR model from Litschko et al.
(2018)15 that (1) builds query and document rep-
resentations as weighted averages of word embed-
dings from a shared cross-lingual space and (2)
computes the relevance score simply as the cosine
similarity between aggregate query and document
vectors. We evaluate the models on the standard
test collections from the CLEF 2000-2003 ad-hoc
retrieval Test Suite,16 again using the intersection
with BLI languages. We preprocessed the test col-
lections by lowercasing queries and documents and
removing punctuation and single-character tokens.
Results and Discussion. CLIR MAP scores for
nine language pairs are summarized in Table 5.
The supervised Procrustes-based methods (PROC,
PROC-B, and DLV) appear to have an edge in
CLIR, with our bootstrapping PROC-B model out-
performing all other CLE methods.17 Contrary
to other downstream tasks, VECMAP is not the
best-performing unsupervised model on CLIR
– ICP significantly outperforms VECMAP (and
also MUSE and GWA). The best-performing BLI
model, RCSLS, displays poor CLIR performance,
significantly worse than the simple PROC model.
4.4 Further Discussion
At first glance BLI performance shows only a weak
and inconsistent correlation with results in down-
stream tasks. The behaviour of RCSLS is espe-
cially peculiar: it is the best-performing BLI model
and it achieves the best results on CLDC by a wide
margin, but it is not at all competitive on XNLI
and falls short of other supervised models in the
CLIR task. Trends in downstream results for other
models (i.e., excluding RCSLS) seem to roughly
correspond to trends in BLI scores.
To further investigate this, in Table 6 we measure
correlations (in terms of Pearson’s ρ) between ag-
gregate task performances on BLI and three down-
stream tasks by considering (1) all models and
15The model is dubbed BWE-AGG in the original paper.
16http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/
repository/browse/ELRA-E0008/
17Similarly to the BLI evaluation, we test the significance
by applying a Student’s t-test on two lists of ranks of relevant
documents (concatenated across all test collections), produced
by two models under comparison. Even with Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple tests, PROC-B significantly outperforms
all other CLE models at α = 0.05.
Model Dict DE-FI DE-IT DE-RU EN-DE EN-FI EN-IT EN-RU FI-IT FI-RU Avg
Supervised
PROC 1K 0.147 0.155 0.098 0.175 0.101 0.210 0.104 0.113 0.096 0.133
PROC 5K 0.255 0.212 0.152 0.261 0.200 0.240 0.152 0.149 0.146 0.196
PROC-B 1K 0.294 0.230 0.155 0.288 0.258 0.265 0.166 0.151 0.136 0.216
PROC-B 3K 0.305 0.232 0.143 0.238 0.267 0.269 0.150 0.163 0.170 0.215
DLV 5K 0.255 0.210 0.155 0.260 0.206 0.240 0.151 0.147 0.147 0.197
RCSLS 1K 0.114 0.133 0.077 0.163 0.063 0.163 0.106 0.074 0.069 0.107
RCSLS 5K 0.196 0.189 0.122 0.237 0.127 0.210 0.133 0.130 0.113 0.162
Unupervised
VECMAP – 0.240 0.129 0.162 0.200 0.150 0.201 0.104 0.096 0.109 0.155
MUSE – 0.001* 0.210 0.195 0.280 0.000* 0.272 0.002* 0.002* 0.001* 0.107
ICP – 0.252 0.170 0.167 0.230 0.230 0.231 0.119 0.117 0.124 0.182
GWA – 0.218 0.139 0.149 0.013 0.005* 0.007* 0.005* 0.058 0.052 0.072
Table 5: CLIR performance (MAP) of CLE models (the first language in each column is the query language, the
second is the language of the document collection). Numbers in bold denote the best scores in the model group.
Asterisks denote language pairs for which CLE models did not yield successful runs in BLI evaluation.
Models XNLI CLDC CLIR
All models 0.269 0.390 0.764
All w/o RCSLS 0.951 0.266 0.910
Table 6: Correlations of model-level results between
BLI and each of the three downstream tasks.
(2) all models except RCSLS.18 Without RC-
SLS, BLI results correlate almost perfectly with
the results on XNLI and CLIR, while they correlate
weakly with CLDC results.
The question is: why does RCSLS diverge from
other models? All other models except RCSLS in
the final step induce an orthogonal projection ma-
trix using external or automatically induced trans-
lation dictionaries, minimizing the Euclidean dis-
tances between aligned words. In contrast, in order
to maximize the CSLS similarity between aligned
words, RCSLS relaxes the orthogonality condition
imposed on the projection matrix WL1. This al-
lows for distortions of the source embedding space
after projection. The exact nature of these distor-
tions and their impact on downstream performance
of RCSLS require further investigation. However,
these findings indicate that downstream evaluation
is even more important for CLE models that learn
non-orthogonal projections. For CLE models with
orthogonal projections, downstream results seems
to be more in line with BLI performance.
The brief task correlation analysis is based on
coarse-grained model-level aggregation. The ac-
tual selection of the strongest baseline models re-
quires finer-grained tuning at the level of particu-
18For measuring correlation between BLI and each down-
stream task T, we average model’s BLI performance only over
the language pairs included in the task T.
lar language pairs and evaluation tasks. However,
our experiments also detect two robust baselines
that should be included as indicative reference
points in future research: PROC-B (supervised) and
VECMAP (unsupervised).
5 Conclusion
The rapid progress in cross-lingual word embed-
ding (CLE) methodology is currently not matched
with the adequate progress in their fair and sys-
tematic evaluation and comparative analyses. CLE
models are typically evaluated on a single task only:
bilingual lexicon induction (BLI), and even the BLI
task includes a wide variety of evaluation setups
which are not directly comparable and thus hin-
der our ability to correctly interpret and generalize
the key results. In this work, we have made the
first step towards a comprehensive evaluation of
cross-lingual word embeddings. By conducting a
systematic evaluation of CLE models on a large
number of language pairs in the BLI task and three
downstream tasks, we have shed new light on the
ability of current cutting-edge CLE models to sup-
port cross-lingual NLP. In particular, we have em-
pirically proven that the quality of CLE models
is largely task-dependent and that overfitting the
models to the BLI task can result in deteriorated
performance in downstream tasks. We have also
highlighted the most robust supervised and unsu-
pervised CLE models and have exposed the need
for reassessing existing baselines, as well as for
unified and comprehensive evaluation protocols.
We hope that this study will encourage future work
on CLE evaluation and analysis, and also assist in
guiding the development of new CLE models.
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Model Dict DE-FI DE-FR DE-HR DE-IT DE-RU DE-TR EN-DE EN-FI EN-FR EN-HR EN-IT EN-RU EN-TR FI-FR
CCA 1K 0.241 0.422 0.206 0.414 0.308 0.153 0.458 0.259 0.582 0.218 0.538 0.336 0.218 0.230
CCA 3K 0.328 0.494 0.298 0.491 0.399 0.251 0.531 0.351 0.642 0.299 0.613 0.434 0.314 0.332
CCA 5K 0.353 0.509 0.318 0.506 0.411 0.280 0.542 0.383 0.652 0.325 0.624 0.454 0.327 0.362
PROC 1K 0.264 0.428 0.225 0.421 0.323 0.169 0.458 0.271 0.579 0.225 0.535 0.352 0.225 0.239
PROC 3K 0.340 0.499 0.308 0.495 0.413 0.260 0.532 0.365 0.642 0.307 0.611 0.449 0.320 0.333
PROC 5K 0.359 0.511 0.329 0.510 0.425 0.284 0.544 0.396 0.654 0.336 0.625 0.464 0.335 0.362
PROC-B 1K 0.354 0.511 0.306 0.507 0.392 0.250 0.521 0.360 0.633 0.296 0.605 0.419 0.301 0.329
PROC-B 3K 0.362 0.514 0.324 0.508 0.413 0.278 0.532 0.380 0.642 0.336 0.612 0.449 0.328 0.350
DLV 1K 0.259 0.384 0.222 0.420 0.325 0.167 0.454 0.271 0.546 0.225 0.537 0.353 0.221 0.209
DLV 3K 0.341 0.496 0.306 0.494 0.411 0.261 0.533 0.365 0.636 0.307 0.611 0.444 0.320 0.321
DLV 5K 0.357 0.506 0.328 0.510 0.423 0.284 0.545 0.396 0.649 0.334 0.625 0.467 0.335 0.351
RCSLS 1K 0.288 0.459 0.262 0.453 0.361 0.201 0.501 0.306 0.612 0.267 0.565 0.401 0.275 0.269
RCSLS 3K 0.373 0.524 0.337 0.518 0.442 0.296 0.568 0.404 0.665 0.357 0.637 0.491 0.364 0.367
RCSLS 5K 0.395 0.536 0.359 0.529 0.458 0.324 0.580 0.438 0.675 0.375 0.652 0.510 0.386 0.395
VECMAP – 0.302 0.505 0.300 0.493 0.322 0.253 0.521 0.292 0.626 0.268 0.600 0.323 0.288 0.368
MUSE – 0.000 0.005 0.245 0.496 0.272 0.237 0.520 0.000 0.632 0.000 0.608 0.000 0.294 0.348
ICP – 0.251 0.454 0.240 0.447 0.245 0.215 0.486 0.262 0.613 0.000 0.577 0.259 0.000 0.000
GWA – 0.216 0.433 0.015 0.440 0.222 0.101 0.029 0.022 0.462 0.003 0.017 0.002 0.003 0.121
Table 7: Appendix: BLI performance (MAP) for first batch (14) of language pairs.
Model Dict FI-HR FI-IT FI-RU HR-FR HR-IT HR-RU IT-FR RU-FR RU-IT TR-FI TR-FR TR-HR TR-IT TR-RU
CCA 1K 0.167 0.232 0.214 0.238 0.240 0.256 0.612 0.344 0.352 0.151 0.213 0.134 0.202 0.146
CCA 3K 0.264 0.328 0.306 0.346 0.345 0.348 0.659 0.452 0.449 0.232 0.308 0.211 0.309 0.252
CCA 5K 0.288 0.353 0.340 0.372 0.366 0.367 0.668 0.469 0.474 0.260 0.337 0.250 0.331 0.285
PROC 1K 0.187 0.247 0.233 0.248 0.247 0.269 0.615 0.352 0.360 0.169 0.215 0.148 0.211 0.168
PROC 3K 0.269 0.328 0.310 0.346 0.350 0.353 0.659 0.455 0.455 0.241 0.312 0.219 0.312 0.262
PROC 5K 0.294 0.355 0.342 0.374 0.364 0.372 0.669 0.470 0.474 0.269 0.338 0.259 0.335 0.290
PROC-B 1K 0.263 0.328 0.315 0.335 0.343 0.348 0.665 0.467 0.466 0.247 0.305 0.210 0.298 0.230
PROC-B 3K 0.293 0.348 0.327 0.365 0.368 0.365 0.664 0.478 0.476 0.270 0.333 0.244 0.330 0.262
DLV 1K 0.184 0.244 0.225 0.214 0.245 0.264 0.585 0.320 0.358 0.161 0.194 0.144 0.209 0.161
DLV 3K 0.269 0.331 0.307 0.331 0.348 0.353 0.653 0.446 0.452 0.243 0.306 0.219 0.311 0.261
DLV 5K 0.294 0.356 0.342 0.364 0.366 0.374 0.665 0.466 0.475 0.268 0.333 0.255 0.336 0.289
RCSLS 1K 0.214 0.272 0.257 0.281 0.275 0.291 0.637 0.381 0.383 0.194 0.247 0.170 0.246 0.191
RCSLS 3K 0.296 0.362 0.341 0.384 0.382 0.379 0.673 0.477 0.472 0.272 0.348 0.256 0.340 0.290
RCSLS 5K 0.321 0.388 0.376 0.412 0.399 0.404 0.682 0.494 0.491 0.300 0.375 0.285 0.368 0.324
VECMAP – 0.280 0.355 0.312 0.402 0.389 0.376 0.667 0.463 0.463 0.246 0.341 0.223 0.332 0.200
MUSE – 0.228 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.662 0.005 0.450 0.000 0.000 0.133 0.000 0.000
ICP – 0.208 0.263 0.231 0.282 0.045 0.309 0.629 0.000 0.394 0.173 0.000 0.138 0.243 0.119
GWA – 0.009 0.173 0.086 0.018 0.021 0.001 0.655 0.188 0.190 0.102 0.106 0.016 0.142 0.040
Table 8: Appendix: BLI performance (MAP) for the second batch (14) of language pairs.
